Play houses
to fall in
love with

PLAY HOUSES TO FALL IN LOVE WITH!
Dear teacher or planner,
Who has never dreamt of owning their own home? Even children love building their own dens
under tables and covers to make places where they can hide away and play. Later on they start
to wish for stilt or tree houses. Gemino+ makes this wish for excitement, imagination and a quiet
place come true. The various levels, platforms, tunnels and dens invite children to discover them
and make them their own.
We made a special effort to develop modules and units that are appropriate for toddlers. During
redevelopment of our original Gemino system, many different core themes came up and with
them entirely separate Gemino+ worlds. Take your inspiration from themes such as “make room”,
“retreats”, “role play” or “senses”.
The HABA-building, the Brauhof

Our high safety and quality standards come first. It goes without saying that we adhere to the
toy safety standard DIN EN 1176, but we also carry out tests and checks in house, according to
strict criteria. The play houses are GS certified and meet all of the requirements of the Municipal
Federations for Accident Insurance and Prevention.
We also consider the relevant safety aspects when constructing a new play house, because, in
addition to the combinations shown, you can also have your own, individual Gemino+ planned
and built by us. All of our house constructions are extremely flexible. No connections to the wall
and floor are necessary and the houses can be converted and extended at any time.
Now let the children play!
Habermaaß GmbH
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QUALITY

Top design and function!

“Our new Gemino+ captivates with its cleverly devised
ironarchitecture. Play houses that blend perfectly into their env
.
ment are built on the foundations of 30 years of experience
the
Everything about these play houses has been adapted to
needs of, but it’s the children that make them home.”
						

Reimar Quentin, designer

Selected materials and German manufacturing guarantee that
Gemino+ is of the highest quality and durability.
• Made from Birch wood
• Certified materials
• Self-supporting system - no wall connections required
• Coated with water-based varnish to create easy-care,
hygienic surfaces
• Support frames with solid double-T profile for extreme
stability

SAFETY

VARIETY

Safety is always our top priority. Play houses must meet a variety of
technical requirements, such as fall protection, crush protection and
step security. Gemino+ fulfills all of these requirements.

The places our Gemino+ systems can be used, either as complete
units or as individually planned solutions, are diverse.

• GS-tested by LGA/TÜV Rhineland

• More than 400 system modules guarantee a system to meet
any space demand.

• Certified in accordance with DIN EN 1176/1177

• Made from birch and available in 13 stain colors.

• Safety edges are rounded
• Extended safety tests in our company’s own testing
laboratory
• Absolute safety with regard to the requirements of the
Municipal Federations for Accident Insurance and Prevention
(GUV)

More information can be found
from page 48 of the leaflet.

Exciting
The way into an exciting, unknown world is often not far. Children prefer to explore
everything there is to experience on their own initiative. We can see it in the concentration on their faces, their observant eyes and the pride they take in their discoveries.
Let‘s give children the chance to explore! The following large play houses will delight
kids with their different paths, hidden dens and various hideouts.

259000 GIANT CRAWLING CASTLE
Space required: W 167“ x H 104 1/2“ x D 125 1/2“,
W 425 x H 265 x D 319 cm.
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and
information on the sensory panels (p. 81).

254000

Mat set top 4-part

Please specify artificial leather color (p. 53)!

1

1 2 years
and over

Individual
play houses
See page 88.
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EXCITING

Every day is an adventure
with the giant crawling castle!
Sightseeing in the group room: everywhere you look there is something to see! And the wonderful thing is that little ones can discover
this world of experiences all by themselves.

Even older children can
comfortably stand up in
the den.

The path to the top leads over different levels. On the sensory panels there are squeaky ducks,
slime and rain sounds to experience (please refer to information on p. 81). The acrylic glass
balcony gives a wonderful view where children can relax and observe. Having recharged their
batteries, children continue on down the castle to quickly pick up a souvenir in the shop.
Behind the shop there is also a cozy den to investigate and play. If there is still time, the tunnel
under the giant castle can be tempting.

Safety First

Exciting: anybody who
dares to venture through
the tunnel can call
themselves a fearless
explorer!

-

Rolling incline with soft padding
Platform ascents and ramps for getting up and down safely
Unbreakable acrylic balcony
Extra high railings
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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Buki Castle
Safety First
- Rolling incline with soft padding
- Platform steps for safe climbing
- All rounded edges
- Extra high railings
ents
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirem

1

A truly royal reception!
Lots of places to investigate make Buki a dream castle for all toddlers and nursery children. Tiny tots
choose the undulating ascent and climb up higher and higher over the platforms. On their way up, they
will probably take a break or two to look at the fascinating sensory panels. Once they get to the top, the
little ones will finally reign over the big ones - an uplifting feeling!
Meanwhile, the big ones are kept busy in the den at the bottom, where there is enough room for role
play games. For example, the den can become a shop or a children‘s apartment. The cozy hollow
at the front and the adjoining den at the back will appeal to all age groups. Just like any castle should
be, Buki is an enchanting but safe place for your children.
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1 2 years
and over

EXCITING

259001 BUKI CASTLE
Space required: W 289 1/2“ x H 101 1/2“ x D 101 1/2“,
W 608 x H 258 x D 258 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and information
on sensory panels (p. 81).
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259002 LIGHTHOUSE
Space required: W 125 1/2“ x H 101 1/2“ x D 99 1/4“,
W 319 x H 258 x D 252 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 90).

3 years
and over
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EXCITING
Everyone loves looking
into the tunnel, almost as
much as they love
climbing through it!

Dagmar Boßeckert
Completed her studies in interior design at Coburg technical college in 1992.
She then worked in the commercial sector and has been a freelance interior
designer since 1999. She has worked as a planner in the CAD department for
Wehrfritz since 2008.

Fun ahoy lighthouse ahead!
Real “sea dogs” scale the lighthouse through the
special tunnel, but the second level can also be
reached by a staircase.
There is a counter below for a variety of different games. With three
portholes, a frog’s eye and a pane of clear acrylic.

Dagmar Boßeckert,
Engineer, interior design
(technical college)

A simple change
“The new Gemino + play houses are a real asset to any room. They create opportunities for children to
explore or play, helping to develop creativity. With imaginative wall design, they make the whole area a
highlight.
Elaborate and expensive decorations are unnecessary here. Simply choose a theme such as underwater
world, jungle, forest, zoo or castle and you will soon come up with lots of ideas. Now paint the wall
in friendly, bright shades and let the children make something for it or paint pictures.
For example, we had a lighthouse sticking out of our underwater world. Children can then make fish,
seagulls and more or you can draw the outlines and they can color them in. This not only creates a
feel-good atmosphere for the children, but makes your workplace look nicer.”

Safety First
- Extra high railings 44“, 112 cm
- The first level in the tunnel ascent is at 23 3/4“ , 60 cm , only 		
allows children aged 23 3/4“ , 60 cm 3 and over to use the tunnel
- Unbreakable clear acrylic
- All rounded edges
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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UP + DOWN
With a sled in the winter or by rolling down a slope, children love rolling downhill and
then going back up again. We want to give children opportunities to conquer different
levels of play safely and independently.
Low ramps and softly padded steps, as seen in the following Gemino+ units, are the
perfect solution!

259004 “JOIN-IN” MERRY-GO-ROUND
Space required: W 170“ x H 74“ x D 141 3/4“
W 431 x H 188 x D 360 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and
information on sensory panels (p. 81).

254001

Mat set bottom, 3-part

Please specify artificial leather color! (P. 53)

1 year
and over

TAKE A RIDE ON THE
“JOIN-IN” MERRY-GO-ROUND!
It’s powered by kids, not machines! On the left, children can
crawl up over several levels, before stopping at the sensory
panels to enjoy the view.
To add variety, there are multiple entrances. Little ones can take a break
at anytime too, because different sensory elements, such as cork, metal,
carpet and a mirror have been included along the way. At the bottom, a
cozy den invites children to rest.
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UP + DOWN

Safety First
-

Wavy “staircase” with soft padding
Max. level height 7“, 17 cm
Portholes at the back let light into the den
Unbreakable acrylic
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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Wheeled storage drawer

1 year
and over

259005 ELDORADO
Space required: W 116“ x H 46“ x D 95 1/2“,
W 295 x H 116,5 x D 243 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and information
on sensory panels (p. 81).
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UP + DOWN

Individual
play houses
See page 88.

IN THE MIDDLE
OF TOY LAND
LIES ELDORADO!

This unit will be at the “heart” of your group room. It
stands freely in the room and lets in lots of light for play.
Children can safely crawl up the unusual quadrant staircase. When they
arrive at the top, little ones can play and observe. A look through the colored
window pane is a fascinating experience before going back down again.
The sensory panels at the bottom panels tempt even the most reserved
personalities into play paradise. As deep as the unit itself, the wheeled
drawer offers lots of storage.

Safety First
-

Rolling incline with soft padding
Staircase with extra deep steps and high sides
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

259006 “UP + DOWN” RAMP
This version is ideal if you need a unit that you can put in a corner. It has
been secured all the way around and guarantees entertaining “Up + down“
fun over a ramp with Tretford sensory and a small staircase. The top frame is
perfect for accessorising with sensory panels.

Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 81“ x H 50 1/2“ x D 68“,
W 206 x H 128 x D 173 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and information on sensory panels (p. 81).
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Individual
play houses

259007 EXPERIENCE PLAY CASTLE
Space required: W 75“ x H 60 1/2“ x D 66 1/2“,
W 190 x H 154 x D 169 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 90) and information
on sensory panels (p. 81).
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1

1 2 years
and over

See page 88.

UP + DOWN

Safety First
up then slide!
- Slide with safety barrier: set
rubber surface
- Stair treads have non-slip
- All rounded edges
ety requirements
- Meets all LGA and GUV saf

There’s A WHOLE
WORLD TO EXPERIENCE
IN THE PLAY CASTLE

259008 EXPERIENCE PLAY CASTLE option
In this version of the experience play castle, the slide goes straight along the
wall so it does not protrude into the room.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 115“ x H 60 1/2“ x D 50 3/4“,
W 293 x H 154 x D 129 cm
Refer to technical information (see p. 90).

Small but magnificent! That applies to this Gemino+ unit and its visitors.
Together they make this unit into a living castle that guarantees hours
of play.
Next to the steps and the slide there is a tunnel under the castle to discover. At the top,
children can keep busy with the sensory panels or enjoy the view from the top floor. The
unit stands next to a wall, but it is possible to look through all of the other three sides:
two small windows, a porthole and a side made of railings.

259009 “UP + DOWN“ PLATFORM STAIRCASE
A corner version: with foam wavy stairs and platforms. The porthole in the
base lets light into the den.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 115“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 239 x H 133,5 x D 188 cm
Refer to technical information (see p. 90).
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259012 PLATFORM PLAY
AREA WITH RAMPS
Space required: W 130“ x H 13 1/2“ x D 130“,
W 330 x H 34 x D 330 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

1 year
and over

Safety First
-
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Max. level height 7“, 17 cm
Ramps have Tretford carpet surface to make them non-slip
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

Individual
play houses
See page 88.

UP + DOWN

INDOOR
PLATFORM
PLAY AREAS
259010 PENTAGON PLATFORM PLAY AREA
Aiming high but completely safe: climbing over two 7“ high platforms
is fun.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 74“ x H 13 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 188 x H 34 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

259014 PLATFORM PLAY AREA WITH
ROUNDING
Safe 7“ platforms for little ones. Here the platforms have curved
linoleum.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 74“ x H 13 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 188 x H 34 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

These platforms are perfect for very young, crawlingage children.
The raised surface gives children a play area away from where the older
ones are moving around and playing. Toys have their own safe
kingdom, but are still in the thick of the action!

THE BENEFIT OF LINOLEUM AS A COVERING
FOR PLAY AREAS:
- Made from natural, renewable raw materials
- Flexible and sound insulating thanks to cork content
- Permanently anti-static and naturally wear resistant and
friction-proof
- Resistant to all cleaning and disinfectant products
- Environmentally friendly

259013 PLATFORM PLAY AREA WITH
mobile drawers
This 13 1/2“ high play area with linoleum is great for slightly older
children. Two drawers create additional storage room.
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 74“ x H 13 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 188 x H 34 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

- Hygienic, antibacterial

APRICOT

GREEN

BLUE
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259015 BALCONIES
Space required: W 98“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 93 3/4“,
W 249 x H 133,5 x D 238 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 91) and information on
sensory panels (p. 81).

1

1 2 years
and over

Individual
play houses
See page 88.
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Porthole with unbreakable, transparent acrylic
glass.

UP + DOWN

RELAXING
ON THE
BALCONY!

Where is the best view? Two balconies give completely different
perspectives. Looking through the colorful window panes can be
like looking through red, yellow, blue or green glasses. On the way
down, children’s gaze is drawn through a porthole. There also is
a cozy den where children can take a break.
With Gemino+, you can make good use of special situations, such as rooms that lead straight
into one another. For example, the balcony that protrudes at the left can join two to rooms
together. We will be happy to adapt your “dream Gemino+” to your individual special.

Safety First
-

Staircase with extra deep steps and stable sides
All rounded edges
Soft, padded foam wave with extra high handrails at the sides.
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

259017 “UP + DOWN” mobile drawer
259016 “UP + DOWN” QUARTER BALCONY
A unit that can be fitted into the corner.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 239 x H 133.5 x D 188 cm.
W 239 x H 133,5 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

Space saving design. The journey between Up + Down is short and leaves
children wanting more. Storage space is also provided in the form of a mobile
drawer under the platform.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 75“ x H 59“ x D 70“,
W 190 x H 150 x D 178 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.

Lorer in eraesecte faccutem atum vullam, con.
Lorefgr in eram atum

259018 PLAY HOTEL
Space required: W 94“ x H 57“ x D 50“,
W 239 x H 145 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).
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1

1 2 years
and over

UP + DOWN

FIVE STARS FOR
THE PLAY HOTEL

259019 “UP + DOWN” DOUBLE WAVE
A fabric roof makes it look even cozier. Special extra feature: the foam wave is
twice as wide, but very low, so it is safe for crawling children.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 97 1/2“ x H 65 1/4“ x D 71 1/2“,
W 248 x H 166 x D 182 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

Our play hotel is one of the most popular resorts ever!
Children can go up the little steps and then back down a soft foam
wave. The lower level of the unit houses a mini cozy den. The stairs
and foam incline provide two ways to the hotel.

Safety First
-

Stairs and platforms have extra high upstands at the sides
All rounded edges
Foam wave with synthetic leather
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

259020 “UP + DOWN” LINEAR
Linear: climb up and slide back down again. This unit also works well freestanding in a room.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 91“ x H 56 1/4“ x D 26 3/4“,
W 231 x H 143 x D 68 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

259021 “UP + DOWN” MINI
Fits into the smallest corner. Just one level to reach the platform - little ones will
conquer the wavy staircase with artificial leather coating in no time.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 91“ x H 56 1/4“ x D 26 3/4,
W 182 x H 143 x D 112 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).

259022 “UP + DOWN” SAFETY BARRIER
Corner solution with a den. Here, a classic staircase with handrail is used.
Children can come back down the slide before resting in the den.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 91“ x H 60 1/2“ x D 50 3/4“ ,
W 231 x H 154 x D 129 cm.
Please refer to technical information (p. 91).
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259023 SAILOR’S CORNER
The little person
opposite is climbing
just as wildly as me...

... and he’s always
looking at the
same things...

... his name is mirror
image!

D 94“,
Space required: W 95 1/4“ x H 67 1/2“ x
W 242 x H 171 x D 239 cm
information
Please refer to technical data (p. 92) and
on sensory panels (p. 81).

TO DISTANT
SHORES
Three portholes encourage children’s eyes to and give the
unit a harmonious appearance.
Explorers crawl over the synthetic leather wave and onto the deck, accompanied
by their image in the mirror. A glance over the ship’s railings and then back down
on the other side, over the gentle, carpeted waves. The cabin under the system can
be turned into the perfect quiet.
Tip: if you fit out the second level with sensory panels (please order separately. Please refer to the information on page 81), several children can occupy
themselves on the Gemino+ unit at the same time.

Safety First
-
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Extra high stair sides
Foam wave with synthetic leather
Platform with Tretford carpet
Unbreakable safety glass mirror
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1 year
and over

UP + DOWN

“UP + DOWN” options!
There are lots of options for going up or coming down with the new Gemino+ system.
There are not only steps but a diverse range of platforms. Different platforms, materials and
ascents leave no room for boredom. You can design your Gemino+ individually.

259024 CAPTAIN’S CABIN
This version, with staircase, is suitable for children aged two and over. The
way up to deck is on the left and on the right a slide with linoleum. The cozy
den is a comfortable place to read the log book.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 91“ x H 60 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 231 x H 154 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

Wavy ascents:
Ideal for small children.
Children can conquer their
first heights independently.

Tubes:
A special ascent for the
brave!

Climbing ascents:
A challenge that lets older
children be active. High sides
provide protection.

259025 COMMAND DECK
Full speed ahead - even little children who are just learning to crawl can go
safely up and down over an extra gentle Tretford wave and a large platform.
Age:1 year and over. Space required: W 119 1/2“ x H 52 3/4“ x D 98“,
W 304 x H 134 x D 249 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

Carpet ramp:
Ramps, in different heights,
are covered with non-slip
Tretford carpet.

Stairs:
Safe, with extra deep steps
and different handrails.
Wide enough that they are
accessible for adults. Backs
of stairs are enclosed.
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.

259026 SAILOR’S CORNER
Space required: W 123“ x H 65“ x D 69“,
W 312 x H 165 x D 174 cm.
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

254010
		

Fall protection mats for climbing ascent ,
60 x 150 cm

Please specify artificial leather color (p. 29)!
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3 years
and over

UP + DOWN

IN THE
GEMOFANT
PARK

Climb up this gentle giant and then slide back
down his trunk.
But be sure to take in the view first. After all, you don‘t experience
something like this every day.

SUPER SAFE
down
- Slide has high sides - children cannot fall
at the sides.
- Slide with safety barrier: set up then slide
slide
- Roof stops children from climbing up the
Wonderful sliding fun!

SAFETY FALL
PROTECTION MATS
We only use HIC certified mats in
proven and extremely durable quality.

Underside
Rubber, non-slip
honeycomb, sealed all
the way around.

Mat core
Binding foam RG 160

Vinyl Mat

CHOICE OF colors

With grippy, embossed rice grass print, welded
firmly onto the mat core. Flame retardant.

259003 GEMOFANT WITH STAIRS
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 123“ x 65“ x D 98“,
W 312 x H 165 x D 249 cm.
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

Gelb
Yellow

ORAN
Orange

Rot
Red

Grün
Green

BLau
Blue

ANTH

Anthracite
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.

259062 CRAWLING MEADOW
Space required: W 169“ x H 58 1/2“ D 121 3/4“,
W 429 x H 149 x D 309 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

254004

Den mat set, 2-part

254005

Balcony mat set, 2-part

Please specify artificial leather color (p. 53)!
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UP + DOWN

CRAWLING
MEADOW FOR
LITTLE BUGS
1 year
and over

This meadow is buzzing with life. Nimble little
climbers are as welcome here as little moles. Some
climb up high and others burrow into the cozy den.
The feel of the surface is hugely important, especially for crawling
children. The natural material of the linoleum covering is pleasantly
warm, non-slip, flexible and hygienic. The fresh green is interrupted by
exciting sensory platforms. A mirror, cork and carpet platforms create
rich diversity on the large play area. The dens on the Crawling
Meadow and the acrylic balcony are great for playing and observation.

Safety First
-

Flat ramp ascents
Max. level height 7“, 17 cm
Unbreakable acrylic
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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Children reinvent themselves every day, but still stay true to themselves!
Being able to adopt different personas is an important milestone in little ones’
development.
Following this example, the Gemino+ play houses keep slipping into different
roles, such as ice cream parlour, home or shop. Give children the space to play
out what they imagine, imitate everyday situations and practice communicating.
Build real castles in the air and look forward to wonderful hours of play with the
children in your care!

3 years
and over

Safety First
- Steps with non-slip edges
- Extra-safe railing height
- All rounded edges
heights
- Grippy handrail, can be grasped at two
ents
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirem

259028 ROOF GARDEN HOUSE
Space required: W 100“ x H 97 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 253 x H 248 x D 188 cm
information on
Please refer to technical data (p. 92) and
sensory boards (p. 81).
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ROLE PLAY

THE PERFECT LAYOUT
The roof garden play house stands out because of its
perfect proportions and corner design. Because of the front
diagonal, the roof garden does not protrude too far into
the room. This means that the unit also fits perfectly into
smaller rooms and keeps walkways free. This Gemino+
offers a second level, which is very usable but as compact
as possible. The stairs are at the side so that the play area
at the top is as big as the one underneath. This enables you
to make optimum use of the space available to you and the
corner solutions create a harmonious overall picture.

h
at

lp
ve

tra

You can let your imagination run free
with this play house, where the roof
garden is always a special highlight.
The railings give it a light and airy appearance.
The perfect place to take time out and relax.
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259031 SHOP, QUARTER SEGMENT
If you have more space available, choose the shop with a deeper module. The
counter is located in an attractive quarter segment. It‘s easy to keep an eye
on things at the top thanks to the unbreakable acrylic pane.
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 78“ x H 97 3/4“ x D 78“,
W 198 x H 248 x D 198 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).
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ROLE PLAY

259030 SHOP
Space required: W 76“ x H 101 1/2“ x D 81 1/2“,
W 193 x H 258 x D 207 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92) and information
on the sensory panels (p. 81).

Safety First
-

Steps with non-slip edges
Extra-safe railing height
Unbreakable acrylic
All rounded edges
Grippy handrail, can be grasped at two heights
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

3 years
and over

The grooved rubber profile acts as
a non-slip edge on the steps.

The role play classic has been given a makeover! There is even a shop
window to design with an unbreakable acrylic pane next to the
staircase.

The beech wood door lock is not
just attractive but also has no
points where little fingers could get
crushed.

Any risk of crushing is eliminated
with special safety measures such
as the extra wide gap around the
door.
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Safety First
- Steps with non-slip edges
- Extra safe railing height
- Corner uprights rounded 3/4“, 20 mm
- All rounded edges
- Handrail, can be grasped at two heights
ents
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirem

3 years
and over

259029 KNIGHT’S CASTLE
Space required: W 99 1/2“ x H 97“ x D 74“,
W 253 x H 246 x D 188 cm
92).
Please refer to technical information (p.

Who has never wanted to defeat a
dragon and save the princess?
gs and
The fabric panels are attached to the railin
le in no
make the play house into a knights’ cast
protect
time. Extra high railings and a safe staircase
even the boldest of conquerors.
e from
With three removable fabric elements mad
ic.
fabr
sack
robust, washable ruck
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ROLE PLAY

“One of the basic ideas of Gemino+ was to creat
e ageappropriate play worlds by using separate fabric
elements.
It should be possible to add these elements on at
any time
and to remove them easily for washing. In this way,
a unique
design was created for each of the three Gemino+
sizes,
which inspires a variety of games.
The panorama fabric panels offer exciting hapti
c and
acoustic elements that the youngest children can
discover.
The duck in the pond squeaks cheerfully, the wings
of the
butterfly crackle mysteriously and a golden stone
sparkles in
the run that peeks out from behind the soft and fluffy
cloud.
The imp forest for slightly older children can be enter
ed
through a tree trunk and there are branches and
bushes to
hide behind. I particularly enjoyed conveying the
theme
of the forest and its residents, because it reminded
me of
my childhood and happy hours spent playing in
the forest.
Last but not least, the knights’ castle provides lots
of role
play inspiration for older children. Here, imaginatio
n can
take shape and many an adventure can begin...”

Sara Schrödel, designer (technical college),
is responsible for developing new products,
especially in the fabric and upholstered
furniture sector.

Note: the elements cannot be combined
with our old Gemino system.
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259032 UNDER ONE ROOF
Space required: W 99 1/2“ x H 98“ x D 79 1/2“,
W 253 x H 249 x D 202 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

3 years
and over

Safety First
- Steps with non-slip edges
- Extra-safe railing height
- Unbreakable clear acrylic
- All rounded edges
- Grippy handrail, can be grasped at two heights
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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There is space for storage / play behind
the sloping roof.

ROLE PLAY

HIGH ABOVE THE ROOFTOPS!
Our play house with roof elements is already a popular destination
and viewpoint! But as well as the view from the top, there is also the
view of the Gemino+ from the bottom to enjoy.

Roof
element

At the same time, the roof effect makes the unit look like a real
little house − a pleasing picture that you will never tire of looking at.

Standard

32 1/2“
Railing

You can let children enjoy the view through the rungs or the colorful acrylic glass without having
to worry. At the bottom, the unit excels itself with a translucent, unbreakable acrylic door, a
special counter and a perforated sheet element that can be individually accessorised (hanging
elements sold separately on pages 408-409 in the 2011-2012 HABA catalog).

44“ railing

The roof elements really give this construction the feel of a little house, but
they are also an important safety feature. Overall, a railing height of 44“ is
achieved here, which even exceeds current GUV requirements.

In addition to design, the unusual appearance is based on a requirement of the Municipal Federations for Accident Insurance and
Prevention (GUV). According to the GUV, a railing height of at least
39 1/2“ must be maintained if the second level is higher than 39 1/2“.
To keep things in proportion, we have kept the rungs lower and
put on around 12“ high flat tiles. The result is 44“ railings, so the
minimum height is still achieved, even with a mat.

Roof solution
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1

Safety First
-

Wide stairs with extra deep steps
All rounded edges
Railings protect against accidental falls
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1 2 years
and over

259033 CIRCUS
Space required: W 92 1/4“ x H 84 3/4“ x D 92 1/4“,
W 234 x H 215 x D 234 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 92).

Two wheeled containers provide lots of storage space.
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next to it. There is
The circus ring can be reached quickly by the quadrant staircase and by the veranda
stairs. The fabric roof is
space for lots of props and games in the two wheeled containers and under the
made of robust rucksack fabric and is removable and washable.

ROLE PLAY

Let us introduce you to the product developers of tomorrow?
Our child models quickly turned upside down what we had originally designed as a
cozy corner by coming up with the idea of making it into a circus. Some props and
an audience were found without further ado! And then the fun could begin.

259034 SKY CITY CIRCUS
If you do not have a corner to spare, choose the rectangular version. It
also works well placed along the wall. Cloths can be used to create a
heavenly sky.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 73 3/4“ x H 95“ x D 49 1/2“,
W 187 x H 241 x D 126 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

259035 FLAT ROOF TILE CIRCUS
With no staircase, the stage can be reached all the way around with a 13 1/2“
high step. It is bound to be a popular place to sit and watch!
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 79 1/2“ x H 66 1/4“ x D 79 1/2“,
W 202 x H 168 x D 202 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).
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SAFE HAVENS
Children want to move freely, but they also need somewhere to retreat
that offers them security. Our lofts are made to attract children and
provide a place for them to play and feel safe. That is why Gemino+ provides
dens, nooks and, of course, the second level.

259036 HOME SWEET HOME
Space required: W 98“ x H 76“ x D 53 1/2“,
W 249 x H 193 x D 136 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

254001

Bottom mat set, 3-part

Please specify artificial leather color! (P. 53)
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1

1 2 years
and over

SAFE HAVENS

Safety First
el height 7“, 17 cm
- Platform incline: max. lev
- All rounded edges
- Unbreakable clear acrylic
ety requirements
- Meets all LGA and GUV saf

FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
We feel at home anywhere all of our needs are taken into
consideration. Along with group play, children also need the
chance to recharge their batteries in quiet areas.
“Home Sweet Home” features a platform step that even the youngest children
can safely climb. At the top, a large area invites them to build or relax away
from the group. The soft mats (please order separately) make the 33 1/2“ high
den under the play house the perfect place to retreat.
Climbing up and
down is safe!

Mini showcase for
Gemino+ residents
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259048 U.F.O.s.
Space required: W 66 1/2“ x H 57“ D 50“,
W 169 x H 145 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

1

INVITATION
TO GO UFO SPOTTING

1 2 years
and over

Ultimate Fun Object - a play house where time
flies!
In the mini cozy den, little astronauts can look outside through a spaceship window. Tiny tots can reach the deck of the manned Gemino+
spaceship via a safe staircase. At the top, a railed balcony gives a view
that‘s out of this world.

Safety First
-

Steps with extra high sides
All rounded edges
Unbreakable acrylic
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

Look through the “spaceship“ window in the den
and through the colorful
window pane ...
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... Then crawl through the
archway and look at the
different colors of light
more closely.

SAFE HAVENS

259049 SHELTER
Find a place on the first floor of this shelter and peep through either a porthole
or a color wheel. There are several open bunks on the ground floor for a little
time out. With wavy ramp and stairs.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space requirements: W 98“ x H 57“ x D 70“,
W 249 x H 145 x D 178 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

259037 CORNER HIDE-OUT
A padded, wavy ramp leads to the various feeling platforms. Outside, little
ones can amuse themselves with a magnetic board or a color wheel. There is a
cozy den beneath the entire area.
Age: 1 year and over. Space requirements: W 94“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 239 x H 133, 5 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

Individual
play houses
See page 88.
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MIGHTY OAKS
FROM LITTLE
ACORNS GROW

Because Gemino+ is designed as a system, you can start small and add more at any time.
The modular construction is suitable for any budget and can be adapted when situations
change, such as during conversions or moves.
Furthermore, you can adapt Gemino+ to your children‘s ages. Whether you want to start with a toddler one now or
if you want to add younger children to your group later, with Gemino+ you can remain fully flexible as conditions for
use change. A toddler play house can be expanded for older children in many different ways and a version for nursery
children can be safely designed for children under three, using additions.

259040 ROUND RETREAT
There is a wonderful playing and building area at the top and, at the
bottom, children can play in the den. With revolving color wheel and
magnetic area.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 75 1/4“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 50“,
W 191 x H 133,5 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).
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259039 TERRACE FOR LITTLE ONES
The “round retreat” basic model has just been extended a little with an
extra railing module, a platform floor and an.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 118 1/4“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 300 x H 133,5 x D 189 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

SAFE HAVENS

Safety First
ding
- Rolling incline with soft pad
h extra high sides
- Stairs with backs and wit
- Den is very easy to see into
- All rounded edges
ety requirements		
- Meets all LGA and GUV saf

AT THE BOTTOM
OF THE GARDEN,
THERE IS A
LITTLE HOUSE
This house will be enjoyed by many. There
is a staircase with extra deep steps on
opposite side to the rolling incline with
artificial leather.

259038 HOUSE FOR LITTLE ONES
Space required: W 118 1/4“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 300 x H 200 x D 189 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93) and
information on the sensory boards (p. 81).

1

1 2 years
and over

A den under the railed balcony invites children in. The
areas of the color wheel slide over one another when the
wheel is turned so the colors change.
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259043 CLOUD NINE
Space required: W 74“ x H 59“ x D 74“,
W 188 x H 150 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

254006

Bottom mat set, 3-part

Please specify artificial leather color (p. 53)!

ON CLOUD NINE!
It’s like heaven on earth or at least a little
bit of it.
Soft mats make this little Gemino+ house a wonderfully
comfortable place to retreat. It allows children quiet time
to relax and perhaps browse a book or two.

Safety First
-

Den is very easy to see into
Unbreakable clear acrylic
All rounded edges
Max. level height 7“, 17 cm
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1

1 2 years
and over

The view from cloud 9 ...
Not through a telescope,
but through a porthole!
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Floating on a cloud
while reading and
relaxing!

SAFE HAVENS

A MAT SET FOR HEAVENLY FUN
Soft and stable crawling and playing mats are ideal, especially for very
young children, but even older children will love playing or reading on
the floor.
The benefit of our crawling mats is that they are just 1“ thin, which means that they can
even by laid on the second floor. The railing frame is still high enough and conforms with
GUV safety standards. You can still see into the second level, because the mats end flush with
the bottom bar of the railing frame. The mats are also ideal for dens, because their minimal
height leaves lots of space at the top.

259044 “UP + DOWN” RETREAT “PENTAGON”
The raised play area is perfect for relaxing, building or cuddling. The three
entrance arches tempt children into the den underneath - perfect for little
bears, bunny rabbits and other den-dwellers.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 98“ x 52 1/2“ x D 74“,
W 249 x H 133,5 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 93).

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER colorS
1021

1028

Rapeseed yellow

Melon yellow

FLIE

PINK

Lilac

HEGR

Light green

2004

3000

Fire red

Pure orange

4002

Pink

PASG

Red violet

6017

Pastel green

AQBL

5012

Light blue

Watercolor

May green

- Binding foam welded firmly onto
the cover RG 120
-	Underside in non-slip waffle fabric

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER

5017

Example

Traffic blue
Order number

2 5 4006

5021

7012

Turquoise

7022

Light grey
Order options
must

50 1 2

- Öko-Tex® Standard 100, product class 1
- Fire retardant - according to EN 1021-1

Dark grey
Quantity

Description

1

Bottom mat

259045 CLOUD NINE, STAIRS ON THE RIGHT
Little ones reach the play area by a staircase. The relaxation house stands
against a wall.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 98“ x H 52 1/2“ x D 53 1/2“,
W 249 x H 133,5 x D 136 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).
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Safety First
d 3/4“, 20 mm
- Corner posts well rounde
- All rounded edges
ety requirements
- Meets all LGA and GUV saf

A FAIRY TALE FROM
		 1001
			 NIGHTS!
Ali Baba, Sinbad or the 40 Thieves, the stories
almost tell themselves here:
“Once upon a time, there was a wonderful Gemino+ treasure
room. Inside, there were sumptuous covers and mats, upon
which you could fly to the land of imagination. At the sides
were curved facades, whose perforated panels could be decorated with fairy lights or mysterious scarves. These organic
shapes were the gateway in and everybody who sat there
got their own fairytale in return for a secret password: Gemino+
open up to us!“

259042 1001 NIGHTS WITH DRAWER
There is plenty of storage room in the solid birch veneer drawer underneath
this fairy-tale cuddling and reading corner. The surface of the play platform
is made from low maintenance green linoleum.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 50“ x H 46“ x D 50“,
W 127 x H 116,5 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).
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SAFE HAVENS
Individual
play houses
See page 88.

1

1 2 years
and over

259041 1001 NIGHTS
Space required: W 50“ x H 46“ x D 50“,
W 127 x H 116,5 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.
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SAFE HAVENS

1

1 2 years
and over

Light pours in, creating
an inviting atmosphere.

IONAL HOUSE
259046 MULTI-GENERAT
x H 72 1/2“ x D 74“,
Space required: W 145 1/2“
W 370 x H 184 x D 188 cm
tion
rmation (p. 94) and informa
Please refer to technical info
81).
on the sensory boards (p.

254002

Bottom mat set, 2-part

er
Please specify artificial leath

color (p. 53)!

Safety First
- Unbreakable clear acrylic
p steps
- Safe inclines with extra dee
into the lower levels
- Acrylic elements let light
- All rounded edges
ety requirements
- Meets all LGA and GUV saf

MEETING
PLACE FOR
ALL AGES

Finding the perfect room design for mixed age groups is a particular
challenge. With the multi-generational house, you can create a retreat
of their own for younger and older children.
The multi-generational house is a play house for the whole group: 3 year olds can use the
large den for playing, building or resting. The staircase at the back leads to the building and
play area on the second floor. Crawling-age children will feel comfortable in the small den
and can get to their play area (behind a very transparent acrylic balcony) via the extra deep
staircase in front. In the dens, colorful acrylic panes immerse every view in or out in a special
light.
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Crossings
No matter how high or wide, crossings are always thrilling and fascinating.
A narrow footbridge takes us where we need to go, a bridge lets us experience the
other side of the river and tunnels enable us to conquer the highest mountains.
Crossings like these have a special appeal. Independent exploration is not only fun,
but also makes children feel proud and self-confident.
Make use of the different opportunities to integrate interesting crossings such as
a bridge, tube or platform into the Gemino+ play houses. They can be used to link or
divide rooms or to create new play corners.

Individual
play houses
Se e page 88 .

3 years
and over

STLE
259011 BRIDGE CA
“,
219“ x H 108“ x D 82
Space required: W
208 cm
W 556 x H 274 x D
94).
ical information (p.
Please refer to techn
0 cm
23 3/4“ x 67“, 60 x 17
Fall protection mat,
11

2540

ial
Please specify artific
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!
leather color (p. 29)

CROSSINGS

Bridge castle – a stronghold
that is easy to conquer!
Castles are always located at strategically important points. The bridge castle divides the
room into different play areas. Nursery children can set up a pretend house or shop in
the dens, which have doors. They can reach the first floor, where there is a retreat area
for cuddling and relaxing, via a climbing incline or a staircase. No matter what side the
conquerors come from, the bridge is always the magical crossing to a new world of play.

The Gemino+crossings!
Safety First
-

Bridge with extra high sides
Unbreakable clear acrylic
All rounded edges
Climbing incline with solid ash rungs
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

A crossing creates a visual highlight in your group room. You can
choose from three different types.
All three can be integrated into each
play house, including play houses
for toddler children.

Bridge: suspended above to connect worlds!
A beautifully curved yet extremely stable
construction.

Platform: what belongs together grows
together. A crossing as a classic version with
railing frame.

Tunnels: Children can crawl through them
with no fear. The observation slits stop children inside from getting scared and the outside
observer has everything under control.
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259050 MOLE HOLE
Space required: W 102“ x H 78 3/4“ X D 67 1/2“,
W 259 x H 200 x D 171 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).
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CROSSINGS

Mole hole an intelligent system!
Safety First
-

Sturdy tunnels made from beech plywood
All rounded edges
Windows in the tunnel give a clear view
Stairs have high sides
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1

1 2 years
and over

The ingenious tunnel system leaves no room for boredom. Children quickly reach
the exciting tunnel by going up a staircase and come back down a slide on the
other side. At the bottom, two small tunnels lead into the large toy nest.

259051 STORE CUPBOARD

Crawling through the tunnel
is really exciting!

Handholds for security.

The fun continues round the corner and it looks like it will never end: Little
moles get to the second play module with slide via a staircase and through a
tunnel. There are two dens to discover at the bottom.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 126“ x H 60 3/4“ x D 91“,
W 320 x H 154 x D 231 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).
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259052 FISHERS‘ PARADISE
Space required: W 145 3/4“ x H 72 1/2“ x D 72 1/2“,
W 370 x H 184 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94).

1

1 2 years
and over

Individual
play houses
See page 88.
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CROSSINGS

Landing big ideas
in the fishers‘ paradise!
Safety First
-

Easy to see into, thanks to clear acrylic and rung elements
All rounded edges
Stair treads have non-slip rubber profile
Unbreakable clear acrylic
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

FOREST FABRIC ELEMENTS
Give Gemino+ play houses an imaginative
appearance. You can find more information
on page 39.

The fishers‘ paradise
acts as a room divider and
space-doubler. Behind the
large entrance arch is a large
play area on the second floor.
Children can stand on the bridge
to get a good view of the hurlyburly below.
Little ones can bring their fresh haul
of ideas to the large play and resting
area or to the den below. With three
portholes, a “frog‘s eye“, a staircase
with handrail and a little play house
under the balcony.
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Make room
Nature always needs space to change. This is also important in child care facilities,
where new children come and needs change over time.
With Gemino+, you can make room for little personalities to flourish, because it has
been adapted to the needs of younger and older children. Storage space trolleys are
an intelligent solution for lots of materials and the second level is an easy way to
double the available surface, resulting in a real gain in play space.

Mighty mountains for

little ones

This play house is a truly divine place to play, observe and retreat.
There is plenty of space at the bottom for a doll corner or a make-believe
house. Two perforated walls can be accessorized individually
(please order hanging elements separately from page 408-409 of the
HABA catalog). The same space is also available at the top for building,
reading or resting.
Our tip: a ball run on the wall that can be reached from the second
level is fun for little ones (please order ball run separately).

SUPER SAFE
-
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Extra high railings
Very easy to see in
Steps with non-slip profile
Self-supporting, sturdy construction
Unbreakable clear acrylic
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

3 years
and over

Individuelle
Spielhäuser
nach Wunsch.
Siehe Seite 88.

MAKE ROOM

259053 MINI MOUNT OLYMPUS
Space required: W 123 3/4“ x H 108“ x D 125 1/2“,
W 314 x H 274 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 94) and
information on the sensory boards (p. 81).

259055 CLIMBING ABODE
The sky-scraping play house creates space - little mountaineers scale it via a
staircase or a climbing incline. A fall protection mat is required in front of this
house (please order separately). The linoleum floor at the top is a wonderful
area for building and playing.
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 119 1/4“ x H 101 1/2“ x D 75 1/2“,
W 303 x H 258 x D 192 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95).

254011

Fall protection mats, 60 x 170 cm 

Please specify artificial leather color (p. 29)!

259054 MINI VILLA
Enough space can be created by extending the play area upwards. At the
bottom is the perfect play house and at the top there is a retreat for building,
reading and resting. Children feel secure, but it is still possible to see into the
second level through the bottom gap in the railings.
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 99 1/2“ x H 104“ x D 79 1/2“,
W 253 x H 264 x D 202 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95).
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Safety First

Individual
play houses

-

See page 88.

3 years
and over

Extra high railings
Steps with non-slip edges
Unbreakable acrylic
Two different heights of stair hand rail for big and little children
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

259056 ADVENTURE GALLERY
Space required: W 124“ x H 98“ x D 100“,
W 314 x H 248 x D 254 cm
Delivery includes 20 transparent materials boxes.
Please refer to technical data (p. 95) and information
on the sensory boards (p. 81).

Adventure gallery for

V.ery I.nterested
P.ersonS!

The first level gives a wonderful view of the other children as they play.
Underneath, a quadrant counter with a colorful perforated sheet encourages
role play games. The area available for play is almost the same at the top
as at the bottom. Shop utensils, craft materials, pre-school files and much
more can fit in the mobile drawer with 4 x 10 rails.
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The built-in stopper means that the
storage space trolley cannot be pulled
out completely and cannot tip.

MAKE ROOM

Make the most
of your storage space
You can also use your Gemino+ for storing materials or
toys. A storage space trolley or wheeled container can
be integrated into almost any play house. The storage
space trolley provides space for crafts or an individual
compartment for each child to use. It can only be pulled
out to the stopper so it cannot tip.
Low wheeled containers of different sizes are ideal for
storing building blocks or as dressing up boxes or for
other toys. They can be completely removed for flexible
use in the group room.

Storage space trolley

Mobile drawer

259057 HIGH-ALTITUDE FLIGHT
The lower level is entirely available for storage: two mobile drawer with 4 x
10 rails make use of the entire depth of the play unit. An open shelf provides additional space for play and craft utensils. Delivery incl. 40 transparent
materials boxes.
Age: 3 years and over. Space required: W 99 1/2“ x H 101 1/2“ x D 100“,
W 253 x H 258 x D 254 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 95) and information on Sinnesplatten (p. 81).
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Senses
Learning through play works best with our senses!
Children perceive their environment with particular intensity through sensory. They make
out objects by touching them and feel out their texture.
Gemino+ play houses are the perfect environment for intensive learning through the senses.
Different materials, such as wood, artificial leather or carpet stimulate tactile perception.
Along with their sense of balance, children improve their sight, in combination with
movement. In the caves, children can listen to what is going on around them. And, last but
not least, children can smell adventure in the air!

259058 sensory CORNER
Space required: W 81 1/4 x H 54“ x D 68 1/4“,
W 206 x H 137 x D 173 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95) and
information on sensory boards (p. 81).

1

1 2 years
and over

Gathering
impressions
in the senses
corner!
The sensory corner is a real perception experience. Little ones can
enjoy the path with all of their senses: they can even watch
themselves in the mirror as they climb up the levels. The path
around the corner to the ramp has been designed with tactile
elements made from cork and Tretford carpet. You can also attach
different senses boards to the railings. On the outside there is an
inspiring colour wheel whose colors can be pushed over one
another so that they change.

Safety First

Experience for tiny
tots: from rough
carpet to smooth cork.
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-

Steps with extra high sides
All rounded edges
Safety mirror
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

SENSES

Reimar Quentin, designer

Reimar Quentin
Completed training as an art and craft educator and studied design
in Kiel. He has worked as a designer for Wehrfritz since 1984.

Perceptibly different!
“We did think more about toddler children for our new Gemino+. The question was
how we could offer toddler children as many experiences as possible that would
appeal to and help to develop their senses.

259059 sensory PLATFORM
An extra wide and a narrow carpeted ramp lead up to the tactile elements
made from cork, metal and mirrors.
Age: 1 year and over. Space required: W 34“ x H 13 1/2“ x D 73 1/4“,
W 86 x H 34 x D 186 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95).

Even on the ramps we deliberately provide carpet and artificial leather to integrate
different elements into the play houses. It then seemed obvious that we should also
develop special tactile platforms. We intentionally looked for materials that
made contrasting experiences possible. A child who crawls over a carpeted ramp first
will immediately notice that linoleum is a little colder to the touch and that metal
is much colder. The different structure - smooth here and rough there - is also an
interesting observation. The following example helps you to imagine how differently
the elasticity of the materials is perceived: the “aha” effect comes when children crawl
over carpet-covered rolling plywood, where the shapes underneath can easily be felt.
Then they try crawling over an artificial leather wave that is padded with foam, giving a
completely different wavy feel.“
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Children can learn best through
touch and experience
A tactile bath can be built into the
platforms and filled with different
materials. When the tactile bath
isn’t in use, it can be covered up and
then the entire surface can be
played on.

The lid is heavy enough that
children cannot move it themselves, but light enough that adults
can open it quickly.
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SENSES

Positive Body image is
important for developing
self-confidence

Dr. Inga Bodenburg, Dipl.-Psychologin

Dr. Inga Bodenburg
The qualified social education worker and psychologist established with
colleagues from the training sector in 2006. It is an institute for further
training of educators and child care providers that focuses on “early
childhood education“. She is also the author of numerous publications
on the topic of “early childhood education”.

Development of Tactile Perception
“In their first year, each child builds up their own “body image”, step by step, through kinaesthetic self-awareness. “Body
image” means knowledge about the body‘s size and boundaries, its possible uses, its sensitive areas and its strengths
and weaknesses. The child uses body image to understand itself in contrast to and in relation to the environment and
gains increasing confidence in orientating themselves and in imagination.
Concepts such as up, down, left and right etc. would be no more than empty words for children if there were too little
stimuli for their sensory of touch, balance and depth perception in their environment. Together with the other senses, they
give the child the necessary information about their position in the room, their distance from objects and living things,
as well as about their size, shape, temperature and composition. A child can only get information about an object’s
characteristics, significance and possible uses when they acquire knowledge about its consistency, weight and solidity.
It is in this way and only in this way that learning works.
Secure body image is therefore the requirement for successful playing and learning. Conceptualisation, language comprehension, writing, reading and constructing quantity and number concepts all develop on the basis of fundamental tactile and
kinaesthetic experiences in early childhood.
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.

1 year
and over

Partition walls on page 416
in the 2011-2012 HABA catalog

259061 CRAWLING COURSE
Space required: W 74" x H 52 1/2" x D 50",
W 188 x H 133,5 x D 127 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95) and
information on sensory boards (p. 81).
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SENSES

Partition walls
that unite

Small but toughthe crawling course
Eye-catching! The clear acrylic balcony offers a clear view onto the
second level. What destination could be hiding behind the panorama
fabric façade (see p. 39)?

Just like Gemino+, our partition walls are made from birch wood, so that
they are in perfect visual harmony with the play houses. A combination
of partition walls and Gemino+ structures the room according to your
individual needs. Many establishments look after different age groups and
have to cater for different interests and abilities.
With partition walls, you can create areas for toddlers, regardless of whether
you block off a Gemino+ play house for the older ones or if you want to
allow the younger ones uninterrupted crawling fun.
You can find all information on our partition walls on page 416 in the
2011-2012 HABA catalog.

In any case, children won’t be able to resist a mirror, a den and various sensory boards
(please refer to information on p. 81). The crawling course offers many different impressions
in a very small space.

Safety First
-

Unbreakable acrylic glass
All rounded edges
Max. platform height 7", 17 cm
Safety mirror
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements
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259027 SNAIL HOUSE
Space required: W 98“ x H 60 3/4“ x D 67“,
W 249 x H 154 x D 170 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95) and
information on sensory boards (p. 81).

Putting out
feelers in the
snail house!
This house is a wonderful hideaway. There are three entrances for
going to the ground and observing - one is next to the stairs, the
second is behind the balcony and the third is behind the slide. The top
gives a completely new perspective; there are senses boards to
discover and the slide to tackle.

Safety First
-

Slide with safety barrier
Stairs with extra deep steps and sturdy sides
Unbreakable acrylic glass mirror in the den
All rounded edges
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1

1 2 years
and over

The mirror on the back
wall makes the den
under the unit appear
much bigger.
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SENSES

delivered without
Gemino+ play houses are
can cho ose fro m
sen ses bo ard s so tha t you
our wide selection.

Senses board selection
Choose from over 30 senses boards. For safe assembly, the sensory boards may
only be attached to the loft panels. It is not possible to use the guide rails (item
no. 120192 and 120189).

You can find our
complete selection
from page 394-395
in the 2011-2012
HABA catalog.

When ordering the sensory boards, keep in mind that it may be possible to climb
them and that this may entail a risk of falling. In general, you will be able to
choose from our entire range. The following should be noted for the items on the
right hand side: it is possible to climb these sensory boards and they may only be
built in where there is no risk of falling. That means that they can only be attached
to railings that are right next to the wall and not next to railings that point into
the room. They must also not be built next to inclines.

LIMITED ASSEMBLY OPTIONS

120199 Convex mirror

120198 Concave mirror

120395 Mirror net

120390 Special Effect Turning
Disc

120368 Squeaky ducks

120374 Glibber

120375 Pouches

120203 Magnetic impulse
spring balls

120389 Gear Wheels

104608 Brushes

120200 Swiveling Mirror

120398 Weaving frame

120367 Color Wheels

120399 Mirror window

120397 Color piano

120371 Glitter rods

120204 Magnetic spring balls

120377 Visual effects

Examples of assembly:

= May be assembled
= May not be assembled

120150 Chimes
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Places to sleep
Who knows when exactly children get tired? Imagine if they could just lie down at any
time. What would happen if very young children could choose, by themselves, to take
time out in a cozy corner? Where would be the perfect place for a little rest or a quiet
game?
Gemino+ supports the individual needs of the whole group. The youngest can retreat
into nooks or caves while the older ones just keep playing. Comfortable mats
and covers can quickly be transformed into places to sleep that can also be used for
a group lunch break or for a little nap.

1

1 2 years
and over

An enchanted
castle − not just for
Sleeping Beauty!
Gemino+ play houses effortlessly create room for both
activity and rest.
Children decide when and how long they sleep. Tired out from
crawling, little ones simply disappear into their own cozy den, while
the older children play on a different level. The enchanted castle is
also perfect for specific rest periods. Thanks to the extra high railings,
(GUV) safety requirements are still met even if you make the toddlers
more comfortable with base mats.

While the older children
try out different roles in
the make-believe house ...
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... little ones discover a
cozy den where they can
rest.

PLACE TO SLEEP

Beatrix Hirsch, teacher

Beatrix Hirsch
is a psychomotor educator, AbenteuerKinderWelt (children’s adventure
world) course instructor and head teacher at the “Luise Habermaaß”
crèche at the HABA family of companies

Self-paced sleep and rest
During their first year, children often still do not have a set rhythm for sleep. Many have
difficulties resting at a set time during their exciting day. Younger children often become
tired in the morning or in the afternoon, but they do not have to be so tired that they fall
asleep straightaway.

259063 ENCHANTED CASTLE
x D 122 1/2“,
Space required: W 145 1/2‘ x H 120 1/2“
cm
311
D
x
W 370 x H 306
95) and
Please refer to technical information (p.
81).
(p.
s
board
ry
senso
the
on
information

254003

Den mat set, 3-part

A little time out, a quieter game or forty winks with a view of what the group is up to simply
does them good. With skilled room design, we can give children the opportunity to lie down
and relax at any time, whenever they need a break. With self-paced sleep, we are helping to
develop their self-regulation in harmony with their own needs.
Relaxation areas such as cozy dens or screened-off play corners are ideal for taking a
little time out and finding peace. Comfortable story-telling corners are used by children to
look at books themselves and as a comfortable place to lie down.

53)
Please specify artificial leather color! (P.

Safety First
gs and clear acrylic
- Easy to see into top area thanks to railin
safe ascent
- Ramps and low 7“, 17 cm platforms for
den
- Portholes in the roof let light into the cozy
- Unbreakable clear acrylic
- All rounded edges
ents
- Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirem
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Individual
play houses
See page 88.

259064 OASIS OF CALM A
Space required: W 98 1/2“ x H 66 1/4“ x D 74“,
W 250 x H 168 x D 188 cm
Please refer to technical data (p. 95) and
information on senses boards (p. 81).

Safety First
-

Unbreakable clear acrylic
All rounded edges
Steps with non-slip profile
Meets all LGA and GUV safety requirements

1

1 2 years
and over

PLACE TO SLEEP

Find an oasis of calm!
This construction provides space for 12 sleeping mats and bed covers,
especially for establishments with no separate sleeping area. Where
moments ago there was play, there is now peace and tranquility.
There is a lot of storage space under the raised play area. Children can reach everything
themselves. In this way, the play house is transformed into a sleep house. A special optical
highlight: the oval portholes. Includes 2 cupboards each for bed covers and sleeping mats.
Bed covers and sleeping mats not included.

259065 OASIS OF CALM B
Whether it is used as a second level for playing or as somewhere to sleep,
oasis of calm B draws in little ones as if by magic! In total there are 12 compartments for bed covers and 12 sleeping mats.
Age: 11 2 years and over. Space required: W 98“ x H 66 1/4“ x D 73“,
W 249 x H 168 x D 185 cm
Please refer to technical information (p. 95).

giant sleeping castle,
From the mini cozy den to the
the climbing abode,
from the crawling meadow to
+
with Gemino ! Whatever
almost anything is possible
+
be adapted to all of
you have in mind, Gemino can
its modular construction.
your requirements because of
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-System
THE MODULE IDEA

MORE THAN 400 INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

Gemino + is a complete, modular construction, room building
range. The logic of the module system is based on a solid
framework (module dimension), which makes it possible to
combine the various individual elements together in lots
of different configurations. Our range covers everything from
the standard house to individually tailored play landscapes.
ROOF ELEMENTS

The standard play houses can be extended or changed
according to customer requirements. It is also possible to
exchange and add elements, e.g. a slide, a crossing, appliqué
or entire areas, at a later date. For example, a play unit
can later be extended with a platform area.

RAILINGS

Please contact your local dealer or representative for
more information.

CROSSINGS

PLATFORMS

BASE FRAMES
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ASCENTS

PLANNING

INDIVIDUAL PLANNING
1. START
EITHER
You sketch out your ideas with the individual elements you would like
and give us a brief overview of the conditions on site.
OR
Sales representatives will give you free advice on site and will draw up
the sketch together with you.

2. PLANNING

INDIVIDUAL
CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
We can also extend the existing Gemino+ modules individually for special usage requirements.
No matter where you want a play area on several levels, we can plan a unique
Gemino+ solution with you. We are your contact, even for unusual
requirements such as a
completely flame-retardant
design or a design for
particularly intensive use.
We will put your design
requirements into practice
in customary, unique
Haba quality.

Trained CAD planners check your sketch and your requirements...
- For practicability
- With regard to all applicable European safety standards

3. YOUR INDIVIDUAL QUOTE
You will receive the following from us (free of charge and non-binding):

rie
Gemino+ as an Elbe steamboat in the Altmarkt-Gale
n
Dresde
in
centre
ng
shoppi

- 3D planning
- Product description

TURNING YOUR WISHES INTO REALITY

- Overview of costs

- From platform corners to a giant sleeping castle
- Age group specific
- Corresponding to your conditions on site
One of the many solutions!

- Corresponding to applicable standards
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EXCITING

UP + DOWN

GIANT CASTLE

BUKI CASTLE

LIGHTHOUSE

ELDORADO

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform heights: 13 1/2“, 26 3/4“, 33 1/2“,
40 1/4“, 47“, 53 1/2“, 34, 68, 85, 102, 119, 136 cm.
Railing heights: 32 1/2“ and 94 1/4“, 82,5 and 112,1 cm. Total height: 104 1/2“, 265 cm.
Space required: 167“ x 125 1/2“, 425 x 319 cm. See page 6.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform heights: 13 1/2“, 26 3/4“, 33 1/2“,
40 1/4“, 47“, 53 1/2“, 34, 68, 85, 102, 119, 136 cm. Railing heights: 32 1/2“ and 94 1/4“,
82,5 and 112,1 cm. Total height: 101 1/2“, 258 cm. Space required: 239 1/2“ x 101 1/2“,
608 x 258 cm. See page 8.

259000

259001

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 1 32 1/2“,12,1 cm.
Total height: 46“, 258 cm.
Space required: 116 1/4“ x 95 1/2“, 319 x
252 cm. See page 10.

Position: free-standing. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 46“, 116,5 cm.
Space required: 116 1/4“ x 95 1/2“, 295 x
243 cm. See page 16.

259002

259005





167“, 425 cm

239 1/2“, 608 cm

116 1/4“, 295 cm

125 1/2“, 319 cm

101 1/2“, 258 cm

125 1/2“, 319 cm

95 1/2“, 243 cm

99 1/4“, 252 cm

“UP + DOWN” RAMP

“JOIN-IN” CAROUSEL

EXPERIENCE PLAY CASTLE

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 50 1/2“, 128 cm.
Space required: 84 1/2“ x 68 1/4“, 206 x
173 cm. See page 17.

Position: against the wall. Age: 1 year and over. Platform height: 6 3/4“, 13 1/2“, 20“,
26 3/4“, 33 1/2“, 17, 34, 51, 68, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm. Total height: 74”,188 cm. Space required: 170“ x 141 3/4“,
431 x 360 cm. See page 14.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“, 154 cm.
Space required: 75“ x 66 1/2“, 190 x 169 cm.
See page 18.

170“, 431 cm

259007

81 1/4“, 206 cm

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“,133,5 cm.
Space required: 94“ x 74“, 239 x 188 cm.
See page 19.

259009
94“, 239 cm

74“, 188 cm

66 1/2“, 169 cm

141 3/4“, 360 cm

115 1/2“, 293 cm
169

68 1/4“, 173 cm

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“, 154 cm.
Space required: 75“ x 66 1/2“, 293 x 129 cm.
See page 19.

259008

75“, 190 cm
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“UP + DOWN” PLATFORM
STAIRCASE

50 3/4“, 129 cm

259006

259004

EXPERIENCE PLAY CASTLE
VARIANT

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PLATFORM PLAY AREA
WITH RAMPS

PLATFORM PLAY AREA
AS A PENTAGON

PLATFORM PLAY AREA
WITH ROUNDING

PLATFORM PLAY AREA
WITH WHEELED CONTAINER

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Space required: 130“ x 130“, 330 x 330 cm.
See page 20.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Space required: 74“ x 74“, 188 x 188 cm.
See page 21.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Space required: 74“ x 74“, 188 x 188 cm.
See page 21.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Space required: 74“ x 74“, 188 x 188 cm.
See page 21.

259012

259010

259014

259013

74“, 188 cm

130“, 330 cm

74“, 188 cm

74“, 188 cm

98“, 249 cm

74“, 188 cm

74“, 188 cm

“UP + DOWN” DOUBLE WAVE

“UP + DOWN” LINEAR

“UP + DOWN” MINI

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 57“,145 cm.
Space required: 94“ x 50“, 239 x 127 cm.
See page 24.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 7“, 13 1/2“, 17, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 65 1/2“, 166 cm.
Space required: 97 3/4“ x 71 3/4“, 248 x 182
cm. See page 25.

Position: free-standing. Age: 1 1/2 years and
over. Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 56 1/4“, 143 cm.
Space required: 91“ x 26 3/4“, 231 x 68 cm.
See page 25.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“, 143 cm.
Space required: 71 3/4“ x 44“, 182 x 112 cm.
See page 25.

259018

259019

259020

259021

97 3/4“, 248 cm

91“, 231 cm

“UP + DOWN”
SAFETY BARRIER
Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“,154 cm.
Space required: 91 x 50 3/4“, 231 x 129 cm.
See page 25.

259022

71 3/4“, 182 cm

50 3/4“, 129 cm

91“, 231 cm
44“, 112 cm

50“, 127 cm

70“, 178 cm

PLAY HOTEL

94“, 239 cm
75“, 190 cm

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Railing height: 20“, 51 cm.
Total height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Space required: 52 1/2“,133,5 cm.
Space required: 94“ x 74“, 239 x 188 cm.
See page 23.

259016

94“, 239 cm

26 3/4“
89 cm

259017

259015
74“,238
188 cm

71 3/4“, 182 cm

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 59“, 150 cm.
Space required: 75“ x 70“, 190 x 178 cm.
See page 23.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform heights: 13 1/2“, 34, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 98“ x 93 3/4“, 249 x 238 cm.
See page 22.

“UP + DOWN”
QUARTER BALCONY

94“, 239 cm
74“, 188 cm

130“, 330 cm

“UP + DOWN”
WHEELED CONTAINER

BALCONIES
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SAILOR’S CORNER

CAPTAIN’S CABIN

COMMAND DECK

GEMOFANT

GEMOFANT WITH STAIRS

CRAWLING MEADOW

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 67 1/2“, 171 cm.
Space required: 95 1/4“ x 94“,
242 x 239 cm. See page 26.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 1/2“, 154 cm.
Space required: 100“ x 74“,
231 x 188 cm. See page 27.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 3/4“, 134 cm.
Space required: 119 3/4“ x 98“,
304 x 249 cm. See page 27.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 65“, 165 cm.
Space required: 123“ x 68 1/2“,
312 x 174 cm. See page 28.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 65“, 165 cm.
Space required: 123“ x 98“,
312 x 249 cm. See page 29.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform heights: 7“, 13 1/2“, 17, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 55 1/4“, 140 cm.
Space required: 169“ x 121 3/4“,
429 x 309 cm. See page 30.

259023

259024

259025

259026

259003

259062

94“, 239 cm

98“, 249 cm

100“, 231 cm

254010

Fall protection mats for 		
climbing ascent ,

123“, 312
312 cm

169“, 429 cm

121 3/4“, 309 cm

98“, 249 cm

123“, 319 cm

119 3/4“, 304 cm

95 1/4“,
242242 cm

74“, 188 cm

24“123“,
x 59“,312
60 cm
x 150 cm

ROLE PLAY
ROOF GARDEN HOUSE

SHOP

SHOP, QUARTER SEGMENT

UNDER ONE ROOF

UNDER ONE ROOF

CIRCUS

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/4“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 97 1/2“, 248 cm.
Space required: 99 1/2“ x 74“,
253 x 188 cm. See page 34.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/4“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 101 1/2“, 258 cm.
Space required: 76“ x 81 1/2“,
193 x 207 cm. See page 37.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/4“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 97 1/2“, 248 cm.
Space required: 78“ x 78“,
198 x 198 cm. See page 36.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/4“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 97“, 246 cm.
Space required: 99 1/2“ x 74“,
253 x 188 cm. See page 38.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/4“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 98“, 249 cm.
Space required: 99 1/2“ x 79 1/2“,
253 x 202 cm. See page 40.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 84 1/2“, 215 cm.
Space required: 92 1/4“ x 92 1/4“,
234 x 234 cm. See page 42.

259028

259030

259031

259029

259032
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99 1/2“, 234 cm

99 1/2“, 234 cm

99 1/2“, 253 cm

79 1/2“,
202202 cm

99 1/2“, 253 cm

74“, 188 cm

78“, 198 cm

78“, 198 cm

76“,193
193 cm

81 1/2“,207
207 cm

74“, 188 cm

99 1/2“, 253 cm

259033

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SAFE HAVENS
FLAT ROOF TILE CIRCUS

SKY CITY CIRCUS

HOME SWEET HOME

U.F.O.S.

CORNER HIDE-OUT

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 66 1/4“, 168 cm.
Space required: 79 1/2“ x 79 1/2“,
202 x 202 cm. See page 43.

Position: against the wall. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 95“, 241 cm.
Space required: 73 3/4“ x 49 3/4“,
187 x 126 cm. See page 43.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm. Total height: 76“, 193 cm. Space required: 98“ x 53 1/2“,
249 x 136 cm. See page 46.

259035

259034

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 57“, 145 cm.
Space required: 66 1/2“ x 50“,
169 x 127 cm. See page 48.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 94“ x 74“,
239 x 188 cm. See page 49.

98“, 249 cm

74“, 188 cm

98“, 239 cm

SHELTER

ROUND RETREAT

TERRACE FOR LITTLE ONES

HOUSE FOR LITTLE ONES

CLOUD NINE

Position: corner.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 57“, 145 cm.
Space required: 98“ x 70“,
249 x 178 cm. See page 49.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 75 1/4“ x 50“,
191 x 127 cm. See page 50.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 118 1/4“ x 74 1/2“,
300 x 189 cm. See page 50.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 78 3/4“, 200 cm.
Space required: 118 1/2“ x 74 1/2“,
300 x 189 cm. See page 51.

Position: corner.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 59“, 150 cm.
Space required: 74“ x 74“,
188 x 188 cm. See page 52.

259049

259040

259039

259038

259043

118 1/4“, 300 cm

“UP + DOWN” RETREAT
“PENTAGON”
Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 97“ x 74“,
249 x 188 cm. See page 53.

259044
74“, 188 cm

74“, 188 cm

118 1/4“, 300 cm

74“, 189 cm

74 1/2“,
189 cm
189

75 1/4“,
191191 cm
50“, 127 cm

70“, 178 cm

98“, 249 cm

259037

66 1/2“, 127 cm

50“, 169 cm

49 3/4“,
12 6126 cm

79 1/2“, 202 cm

259048

53 1/2“, 127 cm

73 3/4“,
187187 cm

74“, 188 cm

97“, 249 cm

79 1/2“, 429 cm

259036
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CROSSINGS
Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 98“ x 53 1/2“,
249 x 136 cm. See page 53.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 46“, 116,5 cm.
Space required: 50“ x 50“, 127 x 127 cm.
See page 54/55.

259045

259042

With drawer

259041

Without drawer

BRIDGE CASTLE

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform heights: 20 1/2“, 33 1/2“, 51, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm. Total height: 72 1/2“, 184 cm.
Space required: 145 3/4“ x 74“, 370 x 188 cm. See page 56.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over. Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm. Total height: 108“, 274 cm.
Space required: 219“ x 82“, 556 x 208 cm. See page 60.

259046

259011
145 3/4“, 370 cm

50“, 127 cm

219“, 556 cm

50“, 127 cm

53 1/2“, 136 cm

98“,249
249 cm

MULTI-GENERATIONAL HOUSE

82“, 208 cm

1001 NIGHTS WITH AND
WITHOUT DRAWER

74“, 188 cm

CLOUD NINE,
STAIRS ON THE RIGHT

MAKE ROOM
MINI MOUNT OLYMPUS

MOLE HOLE

STORE CUPBOARD

FISHERS’ PARADISE

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 78 3/4“, 200 cm.
Space required: 102“ x 67 1/2“,
259 x 171 cm. See page 62.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“, 154 cm.
Space required: 126“ x 91“, 320 x 231 cm.
See page 63.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm. Total height: 72 1/2“, 184 cm.
Space required: 145 3/4“ x 74“, 370 x 188 cm. See page 64.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over. Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm. Total height: 108“, 274 cm.
Space required: 123 3/4“ x 74“, 314 x 188 cm. See page 68.

259052

259053

259051

123 3/4“, 314 cm

145 3/4“, 370 cm

259050

74“, 188 cm

50 1/2“, 128 cm
91“, 231 cm

67 1/2“, 171 cm
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74“, 188 cm

126“, 320 cm
102“,
259259 cm

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SENSES
CLIMBING ABODE

MINI VILLA

ADVENTURE GALLERY

HIGH-ALTITUDE FLIGHT

sensory CORNER

sensory PLATFORM

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 101 1/2“, 258 cm.
Space required: 119 1/4“ x 75 1/2“,
303 x 192 cm. See page 69.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 104“, 264 cm.
Space required: 99 1/2“ x 79 1/2“,
253 x 202 cm. See page 69.

Position: corner. Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 97 3/4“, 248 cm.
Space required: 123 3/4“ x 100“,
314 x 254 cm. See page 70.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 54“, 137 cm.
Space required: 81 1/4“ x 68 1/4“,
206 x 173 cm. See page 74.

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Total height: 13 1/2“, 34 cm.
Space required: 73 1/4“ x 73 1/4“,
186 x 186 cm. See page 75.

259055

259054

259056

Position: against the wall.
Age: 3 years and over.
Platform height: 53 1/2“, 136 cm.
Railing height: 44 1/4“, 112,1 cm.
Total height: 101 1/2“, 258 cm.
Space required: 99 1/2“ x 100“,
253 x 254 cm. See page 71.

259057

73 1/4“, 186 cm
50“, 127 cm

81 1/4“, 206 cm

50“, 127 cm

99 1/2“, 253 cm

75 1/2“, 192 cm

50“, 127 cm

73 1/4“, 186 cm

50“, 127 cm

79 1/2“, 202 cm

186 1/4“, 473 cm

99 1/2“, 253 cm

68 1/4“, 173 cm

Fall protection mats,
23 3/4“ x 67“, 60 x 170 cm 

123 3/4“, 314 cm

254011

259059

259058

SLEEPING
CRAWLING COURSE

SNAIL HOUSE

ENCHANTED CASTLE

OASIS OF CALM A

OASIS OF CALM B

Position: corner. Age: 1 year and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 52 1/2“, 133,5 cm.
Space required: 74“ x 50“,
188 x 127 cm. See page 78.

Position: against the wall.
Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 20“, 51 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 60 3/4“, 154 cm.
Space required: 98“ x 67“, 249 x 170 cm.
See page 80.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over. Platform heights: 13 1/2“, 20“, 26 3/4“,
33 1/2“, 40 1/4“, 47“, 53 1/2“, 34, 51, 68, 85, 102, 119, 136 cm. Railing heights: 32 1/2“ and
44 1/4“, 82,5 und 112,1 cm. Total height: 120 1/2“, 306 cm. Space required: 145 3/4“ x 122 1/2“,
370 x 311 cm. See page 84.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 66 1/4“, 168 cm.
Space required: 98 1/2“ x 74“,
250 x 188 cm. See page 86.

Position: corner. Age: 1 1/2 years and over.
Platform height: 33 1/2“, 85 cm.
Railing height: 32 1/2“, 82,5 cm.
Total height: 66 1/4“, 168 cm.
Space required: 98“ x 73“, 249 x 185 cm.
See page 87.

259064

259065

259061

259063
145 3/4“, 370 cm

259027

98“, 249 cm

98 1/2“,
250 250 cm

74“, 188 cm

73“, 185 cm

74“, 188 cm

122 1/2“,
311311 cm

67“, 170 cm

50“, 127 cm

98“, 249 cm
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DATES, FIGURES, FACTS
458

system parts in total

716

sample parts for photography

13,140

brochures printed

75

days of fun with photography

over 3,000

hours for construction and design

96

264

croissants enjoyed by our models

31

countries supplied

34

people involved in development

3649

photographs taken

4

languages: this brochure appears in Englisch, German, French and Japanese

GEMINO + DELIGHTS CHILDREN

Having a Gemino+ in the room is like having an
extra member of staff − it always keeps the
children occupied.

Gemino+ is a wonderful concept. Very adaptable,
always developing and extremely durable.
Simply genius!
− Petra Arzberger, Kidz Inc, Dubai −

www.gresscoltd.com

Our children appreciate Gemino+ mainly because
of its diversity, its modern and colorful design and
because it is safe - even for the littlest ones!
− Jean-Pierre Aymos, HABA France, France −

Gemino+ offers the most varied options for play.
The combination of wood, linoleum and
different colorful choices, coupled with exceptional
quality, delights our customers.
− Lynn Schulz, Gressco Ltd., USA −

The Habermaaß GmbH
is a member of the HABA-family

Habermaaß GmbH Inventive Playthings for Inquisitive Minds
P.O.Box 1107 · 96473 Bad Rodach · Germany · vertrieb@haba.de · www.haba.de

Printed in Germany #8933 12HE0052
All furniture items shown in this catalogue are supplied without decoration. Errors and modifications may occur.

− Jesper Mortensen, UNIQA A/S, Denmark −

